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Abstract 
We study the expected time complexity of two graph partitioning problems: the graph coloring 
and the cut into equal parts. 
If k = o(x/n/log n), we can test whether two vertices of a k-colorable graph can be k-colored 
by the same color in time O(k log n) per pair of vertices with O(k 4 log 3 n)-time preprocessing in 
such a way that for almost all k-colorable graphs the answer is correct for all pairs of vertices. 
From this we obtain a sublinear (with respect to the number of edges) expected time algorithm 
for k-coloring of k-colorable graphs (assuming the uniform input distribution). 
Similarly, ifc ~< (1/8 - e)n 2, ~ > 0 is a constant, and G is a graph having a cut of the vertex set 
into two equal parts with at most c cross-edges, we can test whether two vertices belong to the 
same class of some c-cut in time O(log n) per vertex with O(log 3 n)-time preprocessing in such 
a way that for almost all graphs having a c-cut the answer is correct for all pairs of vertices. 
The methods presented in the paper can also be used for other graph partitioning problems, 
e.g. the largest clique or independent subset. 
1. Introduction 
The present paper investigates the average complexity of two graph theoretic 
problems: finding an opt imal  graph color ing and a smallest cut into equal parts, but 
our methods generalize asily to a wide class of part i t ioning problems. Both problems 
are well known to be NP-hard,  moreover it is known that no good approx imat ion 
algorithms exist for these problems unless P -- NP,  and therefore the only way to cope 
with the problems is to use polynomial  time heuristics, and to hope that the result is 
sufficiently often sufficiently close to the opt imal solution. 
The expected complexity of any computat ional  problem depends not only on the 
problem, but on the probabi l ist ic distr ibut ion of inputs as well. The simplest input 
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distribution is the uniform one: all inputs of a given size are equally likely. However, 
this distribution is often uninteresting from the point of view of the algorithm analysis: 
in most cases the complexity of most inputs is so small that even very primitive 
algorithms give very good results, e.g. the expected chromatic number of a graph with 
n vertices is (1 + o(1))(n/2 log2 n) [2, 111, the greedy coloring algorithm gives almost 
surely a coloring by (1 + o(1))(n/log2 n) colors [61, and no polynomial time coloring 
algorithm is known to give better esults. 
It was shown that it is much more interesting to investigate input distributions that 
prefer graphs with solution of unlikely size, e.g. a series of papers [8, 9, 10, 13] deal 
with the uniform distribution on the class of k-colorable graphs with n vertices; 
interesting results are obtained for small values k, when the optimal coloring uses 
much smaller number of colors than is usual for a general randomly chosen graph 
with n vertices. It has been proved for such distributions that simple algorithms 
behave badly, and are not able to find a good solution sufficiently often, e.g. it is 
shown in 1-91 that for any fixed e > 0 the greedy algorithm uses almost surely 
(1 + o(1))n/log2 n colors when applied to the uniform distribution on the class of 
n~-colorable graphs with n vertices. 
On the other hand, there are more sophisticated algorithms, that are able to find the 
optimal solution almost surely, provided the bound to the size of solutions is 
sufficiently different from the expected size of the solution in the class of all graphs 
with given number of vertices. It was shown that if k is fixed [5], smaller than 
(1 - e)log2 n [131 or o ( ~ )  [101, there are polynomial time algorithms that give 
almost surely the optimal coloring of a graph drawn uniformly at random from the 
class of k-colorable graphs with n vertices. The problem of the best cut into equal parts 
can be solved almost surely optimally by a polynomial time algorithm in the class of 
graphs with n vertices, n even, and the smallest cut of the size less than (1/8 - e)n 2, 
e > 0, see [5]. Let us remind that it is easy to prove that almost all graphs with 
n vertices have a cut into equal parts of the size (1/8 + e)n 2, but no such cut of size 
(1/8 - e)n 2. 
The complexity of such algorithms was studied by Dyer and Frieze [5], and there 
are more sophisticated algorithms for coloring of sparser graphs [3, 1], see also [7]. 
The aim of the present paper is to improve their results with respect o the time 
complexity. The problems tudied in the paper try to find a partition of the vertex set 
(in the case of coloring the partition is given by color classes, and a cut itself is 
a partition into two sets). 
Throughout the paper, V denotes the set {1 ... . .  n}, 0 < 7 will be a constant and 
V1,..., Vk is a fixed but unknown partition of V into k disjoint classes such that 
7n/k ~< ]Vi[ for i = 1,..., k, Pi. j, i, j = 1 . . . . .  k are real numbers uch that 0 ~< Pi, j ~< 1, 
Pi.i = P~, i for all i,j. Given all such data, we construct random graphs as follows. 
Definition 1.1. A random graph f¢ has the vertex set V and is obtained by connecting 
any two vertices x e Fi and y E Fi by an edge with probability Pi.j independently of the 
presence of other edges. 
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Having any particular graph partitioning problem in mind, we try to choose 
numbers pi, j so that the partitioning V~ is likely to be the optimal solution, and we will 
try to find an algorithm that finds this solution almost surely, when applied to ~. In 
particular, we investigate two special choices of p~,j. 
As an input to the coloring problem, we use random graphs cg,,~,k, that are identical 
with ~ for k > 2, p~, j = p for i # j, pi,~ = 0, where p is a positive constant. The partition 
V~,..., Vk always gives a coloring of the graph ~.,p,k by k colors. It can be proved 
[12] that the partition V~, ..., Vk is 
~n,p,k. 
When investigating the problem of 
almost surely the unique optimal coloring of 
the smallest cut into two parts of equal size, we 
suppose that n is even, k = 2, [Vt[ = IV21, and we use random graphs ~.,p,q, where 
p,q are real numbers such that 0 < e ~ q < p for some constant e, defined by the 
distribution ff with PL~ = P2,2 = P, PL2 = P2,~ = q. Once again, V1 and V2 give 
almost surely the unique solution of the problem. 
We say that an algorithm solving the graph coloring problem, the cut problem, 
or another partitioning problem is good, if we are able to prove that the probability 
that it finds the partition Vi when applied to a graph given by the distribution ff tends 
to 1 as n-~ oo. 
As we make no assumption on the partition Vi (other than ] V~[/> vn/k), our results 
hold even for the worst partition V~. In other words, we study the average over all edge 
sets obtained as in Definition 1.1 for the worst case partition Vi. Since a random 
partition of V into k classes verifies [Vi[ ~> vn/k almost surely for arbitrary constant 
7 < l, our results remain to be true if both the partition and edges are constructed at 
random. 
Both colorings of cg,, v, k and cuts in ~. ,  p, q are more difficult to be found if the input 
graph gets sparser, i.e. if p~, fs get smaller. Below some thresholds, our methods do not 
work, while there are more complicated algorithms, that can still be applied ([1] for 
coloring, [3] for cuts). However, we are going to show that if k and p~,/s are fixed, the 
problem is so easy that we can obtain a lot of information about the solution in 
logarithmic sequential (!) time. 
More precisely, if G is constructed using the construction ~, logarithmic sequential 
time is sufficient o find a set Y of vertices (that we will call a kernel) and its partition 
into classes Yt, . . . ,  Yk such that almost surely 
• Y~=Yc~Vi fo ra l l i= l  . . . .  ,k, 
• for arbitrary x e V, the number i such that x ~ Vi can be determined using only the 
information about neighbors of x in Y, e.g., 
• in the case ~.,p,k, X e Vi if (and only if) x has no neighbors in Y~, 
• in the case ~.,p,q, x e V~ if and only if the number of neighbors ofx  in Y~ is greater 
than the number of neighbors of x in the other class. 
In particular, writing x ~ y if x and y belong to the same class Vi, we would be able 
to answer a single query of the form x ~ y? in logarithmic sequential time so that for 
almost all graphs the solution is correct for all pairs. This means that, e.g. we do not 
need to construct he whole coloring in order to know if two vertices of ~ can be 
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colored by the same color. We can ask similar questions in the case of the minimal cut 
problem. 
The results can be extended to k = o(~n)  and fixed p for ~.,p,k and to 
O<e<~q=q(n)<p=p(n) ,econstant ,  and(p -q)  1 =o(~) for~, ,p ,o .  In 
this more general case [Y[ =O(k logn)  and the algorithm needs O(kglog3n), 
O((p - q)-Z log/n + log3 n), resp., preprocessing time and 0(I Y 1) time per query. 
2. Definitions and lemmas 
Definition 2.1. Given a graph G, its vertices x and y, and a set of vertices Y, we denote 
the number of neighbors of x in G by deg(x), the number of neighbors of x in the set 
Y by deg(x, Y ), and the number of common neighbors of both x and y by deg(x, y). 
Definition 2.2. Given two vertices x ~ Vi, y ~ Vj, denote 
k 
A(x ,y )= ~ Ig, lpi,¢pj,~. 
r=l 
Note that in the case of distributions (~n,p,k and ~n,p,q there is a positive constant 
3 such that A (x, y) > oan for each vertices x, y. 
Almost all proofs in the paper are based on the well known Chernoff bound to the 
tail of the binomial distribution. We will use it in the following form. 
Theorem 2.3. Let f~ .... ,fr be independent 0, 1-valued random variables, 0 < e < 1 be 
a constant. Denote Pi = Prob( f /=  1) for i = i . . . . .  r, F =f l  + "'" +fr,  
P = Pl + "'" + P,. Then 
Prob(F -P>~eP)<.exp  -~P  , P rob(P -F>>.eP)<.exp  -~P  . 
Lemma 2.4. IE(deg(x, y)) - A(x, Y)I = O(1). 
Proof. The only reason why the equality E(deg(x, y)) = A (x, y) is not valid is that the 
probability that x is connected with itself is not Pi, ~, but 0, and therefore the difference 
of the numbers is p~,~pi, j + pj.jpj,~, where we suppose that x e V~, y ~ Vi. [] 
Lemma 2.5. Let A be a subset of  V, and X be a random s-element subset of V, 
s = o(1V ]). The probability that the intersection of  A and X has at least [A Is/(21V [) 
elements is at least 1 -exp( - [A  Is/(20[ V [)) for large [ V 1. 
Proof. The choice of X can be done by choosing vertices x 1 . . . . .  x s such that xl is 
chosen uniformly from V - {xl .... , x i -  1 }. The probability that xl ~ A, conditioned 
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on IAn{x,  . . . . .  x, 1}I~<IAIs/(21VI), is at least ( IA I - IA Is / (2 IV I ) ) / IV I>- - (9 /  
10)IA I/I V I for large I VI independently of the choice of x t , . . . ,  x~ 1, and therefore it 
follows from the Chernoff bound that 
IAIs~ / [E(IAn I) IA~XI>I PFob( IAnX I  ~<2lVl j~<Prob X - 4E( IAc~X, ) )  
( ~< exp - ~ ~ 10 I gl ~< exp 20 ~ i  J [] 
3. Idea 
The main idea of an algorithm for both our problems is the same: 
• Construct first a set Y of vertices uch that I Y c~ Vi I/> C log n almost surely for all 
i = 1 . . . . .  k and for a sufficiently large C. 
• Approximate numbers A (x, y) for all pairs x, y ~ Y. 
• Find a partition Y1 . . . . .  Yk of Y SO that it is almost surely the partition of Y into sets 
Y~Vi .  
• Given a vertex x that belongs to an unknown V~, approximate Pld,J  = 1 . . . .  ,k, by 
computing the relative frequency of neighbors of x in Y c~ Vj, and use this informa- 
tion to determine i such that x ~ V~. 
Since the partition V~ is originally unknown, the easiest way to construct Y is to 
choose a sufficiently large random set of vertices. If s is the size of the smallest class 
among all V~, and I Y I >~ 2C(n/s) log n, it follows from Lemma 2.5 that it is very likely 
that the actual size of all Y c~ V~ is at least C log n. 
The next step of the computation is to approximate numbers A (x, y) for x, y e Y. 
A(x ,y ) /n  = 6 + O(1/n), where 6 is the probability that a random element of X is 
a neighbor of both x and y. ~ can easily be approximated by independently drawing 
a sufficiently long sequence zl ,  . . . ,  ZR of random vertices of X, and dividing the size of 
the set {i lz i  is a neighbor of both x and y} by R. 
Once A(x ,y )  are well approximated, it is easy to partition a set Y into Y n V~. 
A (x, y) depends only on classes Y n V~ to which x and y belong, and in both cases (the 
distributions ~,, p, k and ~,,  p, q), if x is fixed then A (x, y) is greater if y is in the same 
class as x. Therefore if A(x, y) are known with sufficient precision, it is possible to 
determine pairs of vertices of Y, that belong to the same class of the partition Y n V~. 
The parameter R has to be tuned so that the computation is fast (i.e. R small), but the 
precision of approximation of A's is sufficient. The precision required is a function of 
differences between pi.~ and p~,j for i ~j .  
Suppose now that the sets Y c~ V1 . . . . .  Y c~ Vk were determined. If Y has been chosen 
at random, Y c~ V i is a random subset of Vj, and hence if x belongs to an (unknown) 
Vi, deg(x, Y c~ Vi) (that can be easily evaluated) is likely to be close to Pl.jl Y n Vii. 
Since I Yc~VjI is known, we can approximate p~.j for all j, which makes it 
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possible to determine i such that x ~ V~, because for both distributions ~ and ~ the 
value of p~, i is substantially different from p~, j, j # i. 
The method of finding a kernel Y and approximating A(x, y) is randomized. The 
crucial property of the algorithm, used later in Section 5 to derandomize it, is that the 
algorithm Degree estimation introduced in Section 4 uses only a small part of 
information on edges of the graph. Since we suppose that the input is constructed by 
the distribution f¢, the information on unsearched edges can be used as a source of 
random bits. Such bits are independent, and the only problem is that they are biased, 
in some case (cg.,p,k) even always equal to 0. To overcome this difficulty bits are 
grouped into larger groups and exclusive OR's of groups are used instead of single 
bits. We will show that such bits are sufficient for our algorithm. 
4. Algorithms 
We first describe an algorithm that gives almost surely a good approximation of 
A(x, y). It uses positive parameters C, R, logn ~< R ~< n/12, and numbers b, S defined 
as follows: 
b = max , in the case of the distribution ~.,p,k, 
71n~_p 
b= max (~,  16(p -  q) -2)  in the case of the distribution ~n,p,q, 
S = (C + 2)(b + 1)k Inn. Recall that we suppose ] Vi [ >~ 7n/k for each i and that there 
is ~9 > 0 such that A (x, y)/> ~gn for all x, y for both distributions cg,, p.k and ~,,p, q. 
Degree estimation 
Input: A graph G with the vertex set V and the edge set E. 
Output: A set Y c V and numbers 6(x, y) for all x, y. 
Remark: Numbers 6(x, y) are aimed to approximate A(x, y). 
begin 
Y := a random subset of V with S elements; 
fori:= l toRdo  
zi:-- a random element of V; 
for each x, y ~ Y do 
d(x, y):= 0; 
for i:= 1 to R do 
for each x, y ~ Y do 
if both {x, zi} ~E and {y,z~} eE  then 
d(x, y):-- d(x, y) + 1; 
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for each x, y e Y do 
3(x, y):= nd(x, y)/R; 
end 
Throughout this section we suppose that vertices z~ are chosen uniformly among all 
vertices of V. In the next section we will show that the properties of the algorithm do 
not change too much, if the distribution is only close to the uniform one. 
Lemma 4.1. Running time of Degree estimation algorithm is O(S2R). 
ProoL Is obvious. [] 
Lemma 4.2. With probability 1 - n -c, [Y c~ Vil ~ (7b/2)(C + 2) Inn for each i and 
both distributions (~n,p,k and ~n,p,q" 
Proof. Let i be fixed. Lemma 2.5 implies that the probability that 
IYIIVil (C+2) (b+ 1)mlnnvn 
IYc~V~I>~- ->~ 
2n 2n m 
~> (7(b + 1)/2)(C + 2) In n 
15 
> -~-(C + 2)lnn 
does not hold is at most exp( -  I Y 11Vi 1/20n) ~< exp(-  (C + 1)In n) <<. n -(c+ 1). [] 
We are now going to prove that the numbers 3(x,y) are likely to be good 
estimations of numbers A (x, y). 
Lemma 4.3. Given e = e(n) > O, the probability that ]3(x,y) -  A(x, y)[ < en for all 
x, y ~ Y is at least 1 - 4n2exp( - e2~gR/36). 
Proof. The probability that the inequality does not hold for some x,y is at most n 2 
times greater than the probability that it is not true for a fixed pair of vertices. Let x, y 
be two fixed vertices. 
Since deg(x,y), obtained as a result of a random construction of the graph, is 
a random variable with expectation A(x, y) + O(1), which is a sum of independent 
0, 1-values random variables, the Chernoff bound implies that 
Prob Ideg(x,y) -  A(x, y)l >~ ~ n <~ Prob Ideg(x,y)-  A(x, y)l >>. ~ A(x, y) 
2exp(\ -- ]-~ e2 A(x,y))<<. 2exp( - -e3On) ,  ~< 
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which also implies that, with probability 1 -exp(- f~(n)) ,  deg(x,y)/> ~9n/2 for all 
x,y. 
Once the graph is constructed and the degree estimation algorithm applied, the 
probability that d(x, y) increases during one execution of the second for loop of the 
algorithm is exactly deg(x, y)/n, and these probabilities are independent for different 
executions of the loop. 
After the execution of the for statement 
Pr°b( d(x'y)-R deg(x'y) >~e -~R 
~< Prob(  d(x,y)- Rdeg(x'Y)n >ejR deg(x, y ) ) _n  
e z R 
~<2exp( ] -~ndeg( / ,y) )~<2exp(  e2~9 "x - -~g) ,  
i.e. 
Prob(1f(x,y) _deg(x,y)l >~3n) <~ 2exp( e2'9 "X -~g), 
by the Chernoff bound, and therefore 
Prob(16(x,y) - A(x, y)l < en) 
~>Prob 16(x,y)-A(x,y)l<~en ~>l -4exp  - 36 " 
The bound with 2 is not used here, but will be used later. [] 
Note that it does not help to use R substantially greater than n. 
The algorithm enables us to approximate values of A (x, y) for all pairs of vertices of 
Y. Once A-values are approximated, we can use them to determine the partition 
induced on Y by the partition used during the construction of the graph as follows. 
In the model c~,,p.k, A-value of any pair of vertices that belong to the same class Fi is 
greater than A-value of any pair connecting different classes. Moreover, there is 
a relatively large gap between these two sets of numbers. If the gap is sufficiently larger 
than the inaccuracy committed by the Degree estimation algorithm, we can distin- 
guish between "monochromatic" and "bichromatic" pairs with large probability. The 
knowledge of monochromatic pairs gives immediately the partition of Y into sets 
YmVi. 
Similarly, pairs of vertices of ~., p, 4, belonging to the same class of the original cut 
have greater A-values. 
The gaps between values of A depend on parameters ofa graph construction. Their 
size implies the necessary precision of the algorithm, described by e of Lemma 4.3, 
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which in turn gives a lower bound to the value of R. If parameters are such that the 
bound to R is an order of magnitude greater than n, the algorithm cannot be used. (In 
this case it seems that no known polynomial time algorithm is able to find a good 
solution of the problem with sufficiently large probability.) If parameters change so 
that the bound to R decreases, the time complexity of the algorithm decreases as well. 
In the most favorable cases, logarithmic R is sufficient, which gives rise to a surprising- 
ly low expected time complexity. 
Lemma 4.4. Given vertices v, x, y of  cg., p, k such that v, x 6 Vi and y ~ Vj for some i v~ j, 
then 
ynp 2 
A(v,x)  - A(v, y) = I Vj lp 2 >~ 
k 
Proof. As v, x belong to the same class, only elements of that class cannot be their 
common neighbors, v,y belong to different classes, and hence Vj is excluded as 
well. [] 
Definition 4.5. Given a number t, define by Et the relation on Y such that xEty  if and 
only if 
6(x,y) > max 6(x ,y ) -  t. 
xCzcY  
Lemma 4.6. Let G be a graph constructed by distribution (~n,p,k, Y be a set of  vertices 
of  G. Let us suppose that [6 (x ,y ) -A(x ,y ) [<ynpE/ (5k)  for all x, ye  Y, and 
[ Y n Vi[ -- f~ (log n) for i = 1 . . . . .  k. I f  
27np 2 37np z 
t l  - -  , t2 - -  , 
5k 5k 
then 
• Et, = Et2, 
• xEt, y if and only if x and y belong to the same class Vi. 
With probability 1 - n -n~l°gn), we can also suppose that i f  t > t2, then 
• either E, = Et2, 
• or Et is not an equivalence, 
• or there is an edge {x,y} of  G such that x, ye  Y and xE,  y. 
Proof. Note that t' < t" implies Ec c Ec,. Denote F = 7np2/(5k) and put t~ = 2F, 
t2 = 3F. 
Let x ~ Vi. Choose Xo e Y such that 6(X, Xo) = maXx,z~rt (x ,z  ). Since Yc~ Vi has 
more than one element, the assumptions of the lemma and Lemma 4.4 imply that 
Xo e Vi. Suppose that tl ~< t ~< t2. If y e Y ~ Vi, then 
6(x ,y)  > A(x ,y )  -- F >1 A(x ,y )  + F - t = A(xo ,y )  + F - -  t >t 6(X, Xo) -- t 
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and hence xEty. If y e Y c~ Vj, i ¢ j  then, in view of Lemma 4.4, 
6(x, y) < A(x, y) + F < A(x, xo) - 4F < A(x, xo) - F -  t < 6(X, Xo) - t 
and therefore xE, y is not satisfied. This implies that E, has equivalence classes Y c~ Vi. 
Let t > t2. If Et ~ Et2, then there are x ~ Vi, y ~ Vj such that xEty. If Et is an 
equivalence, then uE, v for each u ~ V~, v ~ Vj.. The probabil ity that no such pair is an 
edge is 
(1 - p)tV,,,v~l = (1 - p )  n l l °g~m = n-  n~ .... ~ []  
Lemma 4.6 shows how to recover the partit ion of the set Y induced by the original 
partit ion of cg,,p,k: if A(x, y) are approximated, compute Et for some t in the range 
tl ~< t ~< t2. If values of p, k and 7 are known, tl or t2 can be computed directly. 
However, this does not always happen, and therefore we show how to find a good 
estimation of 7npZ/k. 
Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 4.6,/ f  we denote 
min 6(x, y) l ,  
x C~ zEY 
Lemma 4.7. 
p = max [ max 6(x ,y ) -  
x~Y L_x¢:ycY 
[ 
then 
3 
p < - <<. p 
almost surely, where 7o is the smallest number such that I Vi I >- 70 n/k for all i. 
Proof. Put r = 7onp2/(5k), A ( i , j )=  A(x,y), where x ~ Vi, y E Vj, x ~ y (note that 
A(i , j )  does not depend on the choice of x, y). Lemma 4.4 implies 
p ~> max [ (A( i , i ) -  F) -  (A(i, j) + F)]  ~> 5F-  F -  F. 
i 
Let nowj  be such that [Vjl = 7on~k, i ¢ j .  Then 
p <~ (A(i, i) + F) -- (A(i , j )  - F) = 5F + F + F. [] 
We use previous lemmas in the following algorithm: 
Sample set partition (coloring) 
Input: A graph G. 
Output: Sets Yi of vertices of G, i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
begin 
construct a set Y and compute 6(x, y), x, y ~ Y by Degree estimation; 
p := maxx~r [maxx ,y~r f (x ,y )  - minx,z~r6(x,z)] ;  
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for t := 2p/7 step p/7 until t > p do 
if E~ is an equivalence and xEty for no edge {x, y} such that x, y ~ Y 
then to := t; 
return equivalence classes of E, o 
end 
Theorem 4.8. Let C be a constant. There is a constant c > 0 and a number R = R(n) 
such that if k <~ c ~ ,  the time eomplexity of the algorithm Sample set partition 
applied to ~,.p.k, and usin9 R as a parameter, is O(SZR), and the probability of an 
incorrect answer is O(n-C). 
Proof. The running time of the algorithm is clearly dominated by the O(S2R) bound 
of Degree estimation. The correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemmas 4.6 and 
4.7, provided the assumptions ofthe lemmas are satisfied. The Chernoffbound implies 
that I Y c~ Vii -- o(logn) with probability o(n -c) for any constant C. 
If we put 
7p 2 g -  
5k' 
then 
R = -900k2(C + 3)lnnq 
72P 4°o ] 
e 28R)  
4n2 exp 36 = 4n2 exp( -  (C + 3)lnn) = O(n-C). 
Lemma 4.3 implies that 
IA(x, y) - 6(x, y)] <~ en <~ 7np2/(5k), 
which is required by previous lemmas. 
Lemma 4.3 assumes that R = O(n), and therefore our choice of R is possible only if 
k <~ c ~ n  for some constant c. [] 
Now let us turn to the cut problem. The following lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 4.9. I f  x,y are two vertices of ~,,p.q then A(x,y)= (n/2)(p 2 + q2) if x ,y  
belon9 to the same class of the partition (V1 . . . . .  Vk), otherwise A(x, y) = npq. 
The difference of the two bounds of the lemma is n(p -- q)2/4, and therefore we need 
to approximate A(x,y) with (additive) precision O(n(p -q )2 ) .  
The situation ow is much easier than in the case of coloring, because we have just 
two classes of the partition Yi, which have the same size. We can therefore use the 
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following algorithm: 
Sample set partition (cut) 
Input: A graph G. 
Output: Sets Y1, Y2 of vertices of G. 
begin 
construct a set Y and compute 6(x, y), x,y • Y by Degree estimation; 
t := (maxx, y~r 6(x, y) -minx ,  r~ r 6(x, y))/2; 
E is a relation on Y defined by xEy iff 6(x, y) > t; 
if E is an equivalence on Y with exactly two classes 
then return equivalence classes of E 
else report a failure; 
end 
Theorem 4.10. Let C be a constant. There is a constant D >0 such that if 
p-q  t> D x / /~  1 log n, the time complexity of the algorithm Sample set partition, 
applied to ~,,p,q, is O((p - q)-6 log3 n) for appropriate choice of R and the probability 
of an incorrect answer is O(n-C). 
Proof. Denote F = n(p - q)2/4, and suppose that 
16(x,y) - A(x,y)l < F. 
Let t be the number from Sample set partition algorithm and 
n 2 AI = ~(p +q2), A2 = npq. 
Given x, y, z • Y, x ¢ y such that x, y belong to the same class of the partition Yi, 
while z is in the other class, then 
6(x,y) > A(x ,y ) -  F > (A(x ,y ) -  A(x,z))/2 + F 
>>. [(A(x,y) + F ) - - (A (x ,y ) -  F)] > t, 
6(x,z) < A(x,z) + F < (A(x,y)--  A(x,z))/2 - F 
t> [ (~(x ,y )  - r )  - (A(x, y) + r ) ]  < t, 
which would imply that E is the equivalence correspondent to the partition of the 
vertex set. 
Therefore e of Lemma 4.3 must be at most (p -q)Z/4 .  In view of the same 
lemma, e2,gR/36 >~(C + 3)lnn in order to guarantee the error bound, i.e. 
R >~ 36(C + 3)e -2 3-11n n. It is sufficient to choose R = 1_576(C + 3) 
(p - q)-40-11n n_]. 
The bound R = O(n) implies that we have to suppose p - q >/D 4 nx~/-~ logn, where 
D is a number that depends only on C and p. 
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Both t and E can be found in time O(I Y 12) = O($2) ,  and therefore the rest follows 
from Lemma 4.1. [] 
From now on, denote the classes Y n V~ determined by the preprocessing algorithm 
by W1,..., Wk. Given a vertex x s V, denote 
~p(x) = i where i minimizes the number deg(x, Wi)/[ Wib. 
If there are more such i, choose one of them arbitrarily. 
The queries of the type "Do vertices x, y belong to the same class V~ of fC~.p,k?" are 
answered by the following algorithm: 
Query 
Input: A graph G with the vertex set F and the edge set E, 
sets W1,.. . ,  Win, 
and vertices x, y ~ V. 
begin 
I f  ~p(x) = ~p(y) 
then answer "x and y are in the same class" 
else answer "x and y are not in the same class"; 
end. 
The same algorithm can be applied to the distribution ~.,p,q, however we need to 
define the value of the function ~p as i that maximizes deg(x, Wi)/[ Wi]. 
One value of ~p can clearly be computed in O(I Y ]) time. It follows from the 
Chernoff bound that, given i,j and x e V~, q~(x) is a good approximation of Pi, i, and 
since there is a gap between Pi, i and Pi,j, i ¢ j ,  for both (¢n,p.k and ~t,,p,q, we can 
obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.11. I f  C is a constant, we can choose the parameter R so that the running 
time of algorithms Degree estimation and Sample set partition is O(k 4 log 3 n) for the 
coloring problem and O((p -  q)-6 logan) for the cut problem, the running time of 
Query is O(klogn) for the coloring problem, and O( (p -  q)-210gn) for the cut 
problem, and, with probability 1 -O(n-C) ,  a graph constructed by the distribution 
f~n,p,k, ~,,p,q, resp. is such that the computation of Degree estimation, Sample set 
partition, and Query for any pair of vertices is correct. 
5. Derandomization 
In this section we suppose that there is a constant 2 > 0 such that probabilities 
Pl, ~ of the model f¢ verify Pi.~ ~< 1 - 2 for all i, j and 2 ~< Pi, j for all i, j with the 
exception of the case i = j for ~£n. p, k- 
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The algorithm Degree stimation is randomized. For any a priori choice of the set 
Y we can give a partition Vi in which Y is not well distributed among different classes 
of the partition (it can even happen that Y is a subset of one class of the partition) and 
therefore the algorithm would give wrong results. However, the algorithm uses only 
a small amount of information about the graph. An information about other edges 
(that were constructed atrandom) represents a large amount of randomness, that can 
be used to replace calls to an external source of random bits. Unfortunately, the 
probability that two vertices are connected isnot ½ in general, in some cases (e.g. when 
the vertices are in the same class of the partition of the vertex set of (~n,p,k) it might 
even be always equal to O. We will show later how to cope with this situation, but we 
will never obtain a perfect source. Therefore we first show that such a source is not 
necessary. 
Definition 5.1. We say that a sequence bl, ... ,br of random 0 1 variables is good if 
the variables are independent and 
Prob(bi = 1) = ½(1 + o(log- 1 n)). 
Lemma 5.2. Let A c V, IAI = ®(n) and a membership n A can be tested in O(logn) 
time. Using a good sequence of r random bits, r = f~(log 2n), we can almost surely 
construct in time O(r) ®(r/logn) random vertices yeA such that Prob(v = v) for 
different v and v ~ A are independent and equal to IA I-1( 1 + o(1)). 
Proof. Put L = F log2 nq. Given any L bits bl  . . . . .  bL from the sequence, let w be the 
number with binary digits bl ... bL. For any v ~ A, 
o 1 L 
Prob(w = v)= [~(1  + (1-0-~g n ) )  ]L = (~)L  (1 + o ( l~g  n ) )  
= (1 + o(1)). 
Since 
Prob(weA)= ~ Prob(w=v)=lA I  (1+°(1) ) )4  n 
v~h 
if we construct L r/L I such random numbers, then, almost surely, ® (r/L) of them are 
elements of A. Moreover 
Prob(w = v) (½)L(1 + o(1)) 1 
Prob(w=vlw~A)  yw~aProb(w=w) IAI(½)L(I+o(1)) [Al( l+o(1)).  
The time bound is obvious. [] 
Lemma 5.3. Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 remain valid even if a good sequence of random 
bits is used by the algorithm Degree estimation. 
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Proof. Instead of being at least (~(b + 1)/2)(C + 2) In n, the expected size of Y ~ Vi is 
at least (1 + o(1))(~(b + 1)/2)(C + 2)lnn >~ (7b/2)(C + 2)lnn if a good sequence is 
used, which gives a modified proof of Lemma 4.2. 
We also need to check the estimation of the probability that 3(x, y) and deg(x, y) 
are close, see the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
The probability that a random vertex w of V hits the set of deg(x, y) common 
neighbors of x and y is not exactly deg(x, y)/n, but 
~, Prob(w = z) deg(x, y) (1 + o(1)), 
n 
z 
where the sum is over all common neighbors z of x and y. This means that, with 
probability 1 - 4n 2 exp( -  eZ,gR/36) determined in Lemma 4.3, 
~n 
[6(x,y) - deg(x,y)(1 + o(l))l ~<--f 
However, 
~n 
and Ideg(x ,y) -  A(x,y)l <<. ~.  
~n 
Ideg(x,y)(1 + o(1)) --deg(x, Y)I = o(deg(x, y)) ~<~- 
for large n, which means that the difference of 6(x, y) and 3(x, y) is still likely to be less 
than en. [] 
We are now going to modify the algorithms of the previous ection in order to be 
able to extract randomness from unused edges. We will show how to extract almost 
surely a good sequence of ® (n) random bits. Though this number can be increased to 
(~(n2) ,  this would result in more complicated algorithms while only slightly increasing 
the range of applicability of the algorithm, because the linear number of bits can be 
used to generate almost surely ®(n/logn) random vertices, which means that 
R + S = O(n/logn), and it follows from proofs given in the preceding section that 
either k should be o ( ~ _ )  instead of O(~n)  in the case of ~,,p,k or 
1/(p -- q) should be o ( ~ n )  instead of O ( ~ ) .  
From now on, we will suppose that a graph is described by lists of neighbors of 
vertices. This makes it possible to find an (arbitrary) neighbor of a given vertex in 
constant ime. The lists can be implemented in such a way that O(logn) time is 
sufficient o check whether two vertices are connected. 
begin 
Modified sample set partition 
choose arbitrary vertices Uo,Vo ~ V; A := {no, Vo}; 
(do this for c~n,p, k only) 
let Wo be an arbitrary neighbor of Vo (different from no); A := At3{Wo}; 
Z := the set of all v ~ V - A that are neighbors of no; 
W:= V- -A - -Z ;  
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apply Degree estimation and Sample set partition 
to the full subgraph generated by W; 
end 
It is important for the time complexity of the algorithm that sets W and Z do not 
need to be constructed explicitly. When constructing random vertices in W, we just 
construct random I-log2 n 7-digit binary numbers and check whether they are less or 
equal to n and give vertices not connected to Vo. The set Z will be processed 
sequentially, which can easily be done, as we suppose that the set is given by the list of 
neighbors of Uo. 
Lemma 5.4. The set W constructed by the previous algorithm verifies almost surely 
(1 -- )-)7 n 
<lWnV~l 
2 m 
for each i. 
Proof. The lemma is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.3. [] 
It follows from the last lemma that the size of the set W is 19 (n) and, almost surely, 
no class of its partition to the sets W ~ Vi is too small. Therefore the results of the 
preceding section imply that the algorithm will almost surely find the correct partition 
of the set Y that it has created, and that size of sets Y c~ Vi is sufficiently large to apply 
Query to elements of w. Since the information about edges connecting Z and W (and 
Wo and W in the case c~,,p,k) is not used by the algorithm and will not be used by 
a random source algorithm, the function ~p(x) used in the algorithm Query gives 
almost surely i such that x e V~ for all x E Z (and for x = Wo) and therefore we can also 
query about these vertices. The only problem is with Uo and Vo, e.g. Uo has no 
neighbors in W and therefore a query about Uo would fail. The easiest way to query on 
all pairs of vertices is to run Modified sample set partition three times for different pairs 
Uo, Vo, because then any pair of vertices would be disjoint with at least one of the three 
pairs Uo, Vo. 
Now we give a description of a random source algorithm that uses only information 
about edges between A and Z. We could suppose that vertices of Z are ordered as 
Zl ..... zm, because Z is the set of neighbors of Uo (with exclusion of Vo and Wo), and 
therefore it is given in the form of a list. We will denote a • b = a + b mod 2. 
Random source 
begin 
L:= LlognJ;  
for i := 0 to I m/L J - 1 do begin 
b:= O; 
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fo r j  := 1 to L do i f  Vo and ZL~+j are connected then b:= bG 1; 
(do the next line in the case cg,,p,k only) 
for j := 1 to L do if Wo and ZLi+j are connected then b := b @ 1; 
output  b; 
end; 
end 
The algor ithm gives almost surely a stream of Lm/LJ = O(n/logn) bits which are 
clearly independent.  If we do not need so many bits, we will interupt he computat ion 
in an appropr iate  moment.  Now we are going to show that the sequence is good. 
Lemma 5.5. Let b 1 . . . . .  b, be independent random 
Prob(bi  = 0) = ½(1 + hi) for all i. Then 
Prob(b l  ® --. G b, = 0) = ½(1 + ztl ... re,). 
boolean variables such that 
Proof. The equality holds for r = 1. Suppose now that it is valid for r - 1. 
P rob(b l  (~ ... ® b, = O) 
= Prob((b l  G "" Obr -1  = O) A (br = 0)) 
+ Prob((bl  E) "" 0) b,_ 1 = 1) A (br = 1)) 
=½(1 +Trl ... rot-i)½(1 +re,)  
+ ½(1 - nl ... n , -  1)½(1 - n~) 
= ¼(1 + rq ... re,_ 1 + rc~ + 7rl ... zt,) 
+ ¼(1 - rq ... rt,_ 1 - rt, + rq ... rcr) 
= ½(1 + 7rl ... n,). [ ]  
Lemma 5.6. The sequence of bits constructed by Random source is good. 
Proof. In the case ~.,  p, k V0 and Wo are connected by an edge and therefore they do not 
belong to the same class of the part i t ion Vi. Therefore for each i either Vo and zl or 
Wo and z~ form a pair  of vertices that do not belong to the same class of the part i t ion 
and each of the output  bits is a sum of independent random 0-1 variables, among 
them at least L are such that their probabi l i ty  of being equal to 1 is between 2 and 
1 - 2. In the case ~,,p.q this assertion is trivial. Hence the lemma is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 5.5, because the corresponding values of n~ would satisfy 
I~1 ~< 1 - 22. [ ]  
We can therefore reformulate main results of Section 4 as follows. 
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Theorem 5.7. Let C be a constant, and k = o(~n) .  There exists a deterministic 
algorithm which, applied to G = c~,,p,k, answers queries "Given vertices x,y, is there 
a k-coloring of G such that x,y receive the same color?" in time O(klogn) with 
preprocessing time O(k 4 log 3 n); the probability that some answer is incorrect is bounded 
by O(n-C). 
Theorem 5.8. Let C be a constant, and p - q >1 Dx/i--~n/n for some sufficiently large 
constant D. There exists a deterministic algorithm which, applied to G = ~t., p, q, answers 
queries "Do given vertices x, y belong to the same class of (some) minimum cut of G into 
equal parts?" in time O((log n) with preprocessing time O((p - q)- 2 log2 n + log 3 n); the 
probability that some answer is incorrect is bounded by O(n-C). 
If the function ~o of the algorithm Query is evaluated for all vertices, the sets qg- 1 (i), 
i = 1 . . . . .  k give the partition V1 .. . . .  Vk with probability 1 -O(n -C) .  It follows the 
time that is equal to the preprocessing time plus n times the query time is sufficient o 
obtain a partition of vertices which, with probability 1 - O(n-C), is either k-coloring 
of ~n,p,k or  an (qnZ/4)-cut of ~.,p,q. 
In the case of the coloring problem, we can check whether the result is really 
a k-coloring using an O(n 2) worst case and O(nZ/k) expected case time procedure that 
first sorts vertices by colors and then checks all monochromatic pairs of vertices. If k is 
not too large, we are in a paradoxical situation when it is faster to obtain a solution 
that is almost surely correct han to verify its correctness. 
In the unlikely case when the result is not a legal k-coloring, we can apply slower 
but more reliable algorithms of Dyer and Frieze [5], thus obtaining a O(n2/k) 
expected time algorithm that produces always a k-coloring (the average time neces- 
sary for the failure processing is o(1) in view of small probability that the basic 
algorithm fails). If k is not constant, his time is sublinear with respect to the expected 
number of edges of the graph ~,, p, k. 
A similar approach can be used for the cut problem, where we can even guarantee 
that the optimal equitable cut of ~,,p,q is found, e.g. if q < p are constants, our 
approach gives an O(n log n) algorithm that is very likely to produce the optimal cut. 
Unfortunately, we need quadratic time (both expected and worst case) to count the 
number of the cross edges, and cubic time to prove the optimality of the cut [5]. Hence 
the verification is again much slower than the computation. 
6. Over graph problems and distributions 
The methods presented in the paper apply to a wider collection of graph theoretic 
problems. As an illustration, we indicate how they can be used to find a large 
independent subset or clique of a graph. 
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The distributions used in this section will be denoted by .~., p,k and .~., p,k, and are 
defined as the distribution f# with parameters k = 2, I Vll = IV21= n/2, PL 1 = O, 
P2,2 = P, and Pl,2 = P for -~.,p,k, Pl,2 = p(n -- k - 1)/(n - 2k) for -~.,p,k. 
The construction of .~., p, k can be reformulated as follows. Construct first a random 
graph G.,p with the constant edge probability p, then choose a random set A of 
k vertices, and remove all edges inside A. If k >~ C ~ ,  C large, then the graph 
An, p,k is almost surely such that any vertex of A has smaller degree than arbitrary 
vertex of V - A, because the expectations ofdegrees are (n - k)p inside A and (n - 1)p 
outside A, while the standard eviation of degrees are O(x/np(1 - p)) = o((k -1)p) .  
Thus, for moderately large k it is quite simple to find the set A almost surely. On the 
other hand, if k = o(x /n logn ), no polynomial time algorithm is known to find an 
independent set of size k with sufficiently large probability. In order to make the task 
for larger k more difficult, we modify the construction ~n,p,k to -~,p,k by increasing the 
probability Pl, 2 so that the expectations of degrees of all vertices are the same. 
It is not difficult to prove that for k >>. Cnv/~gn the set V~ is almost surely the 
unique largest independent subset of both .~., p, k and .~., p, k. The queries "Does a given 
vertex x belong to the largest independent set of the graph?" can be answered almost 
surely correctly as follows: 
Apply the algorithm Degree estimation with S = 2C(n/k) ln  n to ~.,p,k or -~,p,k to 
produce the sample set Y and to find approximations of A (x, y) for x, y e Y. Th value 
of S guarantees that V1 c~ Y is likely to be at least C Inn. 
The algorithm that finds the partition of Y into Y c~ V1 and Y c~ V2 is different for 
the two distributions. In the case of ~.,p.k, 
A(x, y) = (n -- k)p 2 i f e i therx¢V land/oryCV1,  
A(x, y) = np 2 fo rxeV2,  yeV2,  
while in the case of ~..p, k, 
A(x, y) = np 2 1+-+o fo rxeV~,  y e V~, 
n 
((:)) A(x, y) = np 2 1+0 i fe i therxeVEoryeV2.  
Let Wt be the set of all vertices x e Y such that 6(x, y) < t (the distribution ~.,p,k) or 
6(x ,y )  > t (the distribution ~,,p,k) for some ys  Y. If t = np 2 -  kp2/2, 
t =np 2 + kp2/2, resp., the set V1 is almost surely the set W~. The algorithm similar to 
Sample set partition can be based on the observation that if t is such that Wt is larger 
than V~, then it is very likely that Wt contains at least one edge. 
Finally, if Y c~ V1 is known, the query algorithm uses the fact that x ~ V~ implies 
deg(x, Y c~ V~ ) = O, while in the case x e V2 the value of deg(x, Y c~ V~) = 0 is almost 
surely quite large, i.e. not equal to zero. 
Therefore it is possible to prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 6.1. Let C be a constant. There is a constant D > 0 such that queries "Does 
a vertex x belong to the largest independent set?" on graphs ~,,p,k or ~.,p,k can be 
answered deterministically in time O((n/k)logn) with preprocessing in time 
O((n/k) log n), and with probability of an incorrect answer bounded by O(n-C), provided 
k >~ D nx/~g n.
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